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Meeting Minutes 
Thursday, July 14, 2022 
12:00 Noon Hawaii Time 

Virtual Zoom Meeting and Physical Location at 
The Keoni Ana Building, 1177 Alakea Street, Suite 402 

 
MEMBERS: Tori Abe Carapelho, Katherine Finn Davis, Collette Kon, Hilary Okumura, Charlene Takeno 

MEMBERS ABSENT: Wesley Sumida 

GUESTS: Donna Butterfield, Karen Holt, Paul Roeder, Fred Shaw, Malia Tallett 

SHPDA: Wendy Nihoa 

 
ATTENDANCE RECORD OF APPOINTED MEMBERS 

Date 6/3/2021 7/1/2021 11/4/2021 12/2/2021 2/3/2022 3/3/2022 4/14/2022 5/12/2022 6/9/2022 7/14/2022 

Tori Abe Carapelho** X O X X X X X X X X 

Katherine Finn Davis* X X X X X X X X X X 

Colette Kon X X O X O X X O O X 

Hilary Okumura X X O X O X O X O X 

Wesley Sumida X X X X X X X X X O 

Charlene Takeno - - X O X X X X X X 

Legend: X=Present; O=Absent; /=No Meeting 
*-Chair, **-Vice Chair 

 
 
 
 

http://www.shpda.org/
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Call to Order The meeting was called to order at 12:01 p.m. by K. Finn Davis, Chair, HONSAC 
presiding.  
 

 

Row Call/Introductions Member Roll Call and Guest Introductions. 
 

 

Public Testimony There was none.  
 

 

Meeting Minutes The minutes of the June 9, 2022 meeting was reviewed and unanimously approved.  
 

 

Administrator’s Report The Administrator’s Report was distributed and reviewed.  
  

 

Subarea Health Planning 
Council Priorities by 
Geographic Area 

 

HCSAC-Hawaii County Subarea 
Health Planning Council 

KCSAC-Kauai County Subarea 
Health Planning Council 

TISAC-Tri-Isle Subarea Health 
Planning Council 

WOSAC-West Oahu Subarea 
Health Planning Council 

WISAC-Windward Oahu Subarea 
Health Planning Council 

HONSAC-Honolulu Subarea 
Health Planning Council 

 

W. Nihoa, presented each SAC’s Priorities as written in the 2009 State of Hawaii 
Health Planning and Facilities Plan, Chapter 3: Statewide and Regional Priorities 
(Pages 33-38).  There was a request to attach the priorities to the minutes. The SAC 
Priorities (By Region) are hereby attached as “Attachment A” to these minutes and 
may also be accessed via https://health.hawaii.gov/shpda/files/2013/07/shhsfp09.pdf. 

There was a discussion on SAC Priorities.  It was pointed out that many of the SACs 
are addressing the same issues and the potential for working together but tailoring to 
the specific SAC geographical area.  

The SACs with representation proceeded to share their short/long term goals: 

HONSAC (K. Finn Davis).  Short term goal: Health Literacy, Long term goal: Nursing 
Shortage.  

TISAC (K. Holt).  Focus is on systematic issues such as education, environmental, 
homelessness.  Reference made to the “Regional Health Priorities-Maui County”  
presentation at the May 13, 2022 TISAC meeting, by Dr. Lorrin Pang, District Health 
Officer, Maui County.  K. Holt suggested sharing the notes provided by Dr. L. Pang.  
The notes, Regional Health Priorities-Maui County, are hereby attached as 
“Attachment B” to these minutes.  

 

https://health.hawaii.gov/shpda/files/2013/07/shhsfp09.pdf
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HCSAC (M. Tallett).  Current focus is on the Public Service Announcements to teach 
people how to access healthcare, difference types of healthcare, when to access 
various types of care (emergency, urgent, primary care physician), and how to 
navigate the system of care.  Links will be shared with anyone who is interested.  

WOSAC.  Present members were not familiar with short/long term goals of the 
WOSAC.  

WISAC.  No members were present.  

KCSAC.  No members were present.  

Next Steps (K. Finn-Davis).  Teasing out SAC priorities and identifying 
commonalities. 

 
Public Testimony There was none.  

 

Announcements SHPDA: Sunshine Law Update. H.B. 2026, H.D. 2, S.D. 2 signed by Governor Ige 
on July 8, 2022 and went into effect as Act 264.  Requires boards to implement 
changes to the Sunshine Law’s oral testimony and board packet deadlines.  For oral 
testimony, the bill prohibits boards from taking oral testimony only at the beginning of 
the board’s agenda;  board packets must be made available for public inspection in 
the board’s office no later than 48-hours before the meeting time.  

 

 

Next Meeting/Agenda August 11, 2022, 12:00 noon. 

Agenda topics:  Speaker from the Executive Office on Aging; New member 
recruitment discussion. 
 

 

W. Nihoa to confirm 
speaker from the 
Executive Office on 
Aging. 

Adjourn The meeting was adjourned at 12:59 p.m.  



ATTACHMENT A 
 Subarea Health Council Priorities (By Region) 

Excerpt from the 2009 State of Hawaii Health Planning and Facilities Plan, Chapter 3:  
Statewide and Regional Priorities (Pages 33-38) 
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Lorrin Pang’s list of urgent public health issues for Maui county. 
Summary of presentation to Tri-Isle committee by Zoom second week of May 2022. 
 

1.  Public Education.  “Disinformation” is being judged by those who do not know science.  
Two gross errors have been supported by this Government Disinformation Board in the 
past 2 days (100 million cases expected in the US in the fall and winter and Vaccines 
were not available until Pres Biden took office). 
    
It may be adequate for historical accounts what is the truth, but for science especially 
for health and public health there will always be built in uncertainty with any claims. For 
example a vaccine “works” but the efficacy might be 70% plus or minus 15%.   Thus 
there will always be errors of over-interpreting and under-interpreting findings when 
action needs to be taken.  Furthermore for COVID the claims (with uncertainty) are time 
and local sensitive due to rapidly changing variants. The public needs to understand this 
if we are willing to dialog with them. 
 

2.  COVID will continue to plague the world and Hawaii (because of our tourism 
dependency) for a long time.  This is due to the high rate of emerging variants and the 
lack of a worldwide coordinated effort to control the disease quickly and uniformly.   It 
is the world’s high travel rate which affords a continuous, ample target of population for 
the virus to find hosts whose immunity has waned.  While it may be true that over time 
a fixed genetic strain of a germ will attenuate to be less virulent to its human host, when 
there are a high number of variants each new variant can start off as highly virulent – 
and when it attenuates it is quickly replaced by a new variant.   

  
3. There are environmental issues which threatened our drinking water systems.  One 

threat is nitrate levels in ground water from long standing cesspool contamination.  The 
other is jet fuel contamination of Oahu’s aquifer.   Even if the contamination is stopped 
immediately it may be decades before the subsoil is cleared of pollutants enough to 
stop contamination of the aquifer.  Treatment of the ground water is complex and costly 
for both nitrates and jet fuel’s components (aromatics and aliphatic). 
 

4.  Homelessness is largely driven by issues of behavioral health (mental illness, substance 
abuse (opiates and vaping) and domestic violence) and worsened by inflation and 
housing shortages.  The costs are beginning to show up as ER and urgent clinic visits for 
complicated (once preventable) medical conditions.  Diabetes, hypertension, and oral 
hygiene present for treatment at more severe levels.   
 

5. Finally, those in health care need to use a tool not emphasized in schools of Medicine 
nor Public Health.  The principle is health economics, which is best referred to as the 
“bang for the buck (of an intervention)”.  The topic can be very complicated, but a basic 
approach and principles need to be covered so that small programs as well as large ones 
can estimate the bang for the buck (return on investment, ROI).   Politicians and funding 
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agencies need to be conversant in the topic.   A few key issues using the above topics  
highlighted why health economics is different than banking. 
 
a.  Health Economics often operates in the red and a positive ROI could be one that 

starts a new intervention resulting in a “less red” cost to society.  It looks at 
incremental costs of changes – and a useful approach is cost minimization….for the 
same outcome can we do it at less cost?  

b. While we say an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, some bad prevention 
programs can actually have a negative ROI. 

c. We consider the ROI to all of society first.   Then if it is positive we can determine 
who invests and who saves so that there are shared returns as incentive for 
everyone to continue participating.  For mental health issues, housing might allow 
for routine site visits to prevent ER visits.  While this saves hospitals money, if some 
of those saving are not returned to the housing programs this system will not be 
sustainable.   
 
A realtor once claimed he had an infinite ROI by using others money to fund the 
investment and he would share in the returns. This is NOT a principle of health 
economic.   But what is tantalizing is that infinite ROI might be attained by stop 
doing (near zero investment) wasteful public health practices.     

d. There might be initial “low hanging fruit’ for any program with high ROI for minimal 
investments.  After this there might be diminishing returns and the savings should 
be used to cross “silos” and address low hanging targets of other programs. 

e. All things being equal (absolute ROI and risk) the faster the return the more valuable 
the program since the savings (assumed positive) can be reinvested in the program 
with a compounding effect.  An example are some elderly fall prevention programs 
with rapid returns immediately after the interventions. Within a few years of 
compounding returns the savings can go to fund programs with less attractive (or 
slower) ROI’s.   We published a malaria program in Brazil with an ROI of about 9:1 
over the first 4 months.  Compounded over a year the ROI would be about 700:1.      

f. Even when there are ethical issues which forever operate in the red (say elderly 
care) there are savings to be had if the same outcomes can be achieved at lower 
costs (again, cost minimization).  One might be tempted to just cut services, but as 
long as there is society’s “willingness to pay” there might be savings to be had.  

g.  There might be ethical issues as one initially pursues low hanging fruit of the 
highest/fastest ROI’s.  For example, the highest ROI for homeless are those who 
abuse the ER’s rather than the working homeless who don’t abuse the ER’s.  So if all 
the initial housing went to the former group, workers would complain that their 
good behavior has gone unrewarded.  Or that bad behavior is being rewarded.   

 
 

There are many other points for health economics and Sen Baker used to ask me to 
present to groups in Maui (Rotary clubs, etc) on this topic.  And I do still have the 
presentations.  
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